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Secrets of the Order
Expansion Rules

Expansion Overview
Secrets of the Order is an expansion to Arkham Horror that
brings the investigation back to the classic neighborhood
of French Hill and beyond our reality to the terrifying
Underworld. As one of Arkham’s oldest areas, French
Hill is home to ancient secrets, potential allies, and
mysterious threats. Meanwhile, in the deepest layer of the
Dreamlands, beyond the veil of the waking world, the
Underworld is a realm of monsters and madness, where
only the very desperate dare to roam.

Secrets of the Order
The stone figure glowered at Agatha Crane while she adjusted
the dials on her portable radio receiver. No plaque or record
revealed the subject’s identity, but the statue excavated from
the burned ruin of Bayfriar’s Church was deemed important
enough for pride of place in the conservatory that stood where
the church once did. As crackling static gradually gave way
to a thin, incoherent voice, she carefully recorded the radio
frequency and consulted her notes. There was a presence here,
lurking beyond perception, trying to be heard. Did its silent
screams carry a threat—or a warning?

*

*

*

Winifred Habbamock wrinkled her nose and slipped
unnoticed into the Lodge’s cloakroom. The smell of
frankincense and mothballs clung to everything, but even
so, she selected a heavy robe bearing the crest of the Order
of the Silver Twilight, with a hood to cover her face. These
bluebloods played their cards close to the chest, but Wini
hoped to join tonight’s secret meeting and find out what they
knew. There was something looming on the horizon. She
was going to stop it, and the Order was going to help her—
whether they realized it or not. How hard could it be to speak
Latin, anyway?

This expansion features three replayable scenarios with
branching stories, new map tiles and locations, four
investigators with unique abilities and starting cards,
and an assortment of assets, encounters, conditions,
and monsters. Secrets of the Order also introduces several
mechanics, including new monster abilities and different
encounter types.

Using This Expansion
When using Secrets of the Order, add the expansion’s
components to your Arkham Horror collection as follows:
• Add the investigator and scenario sheets, investigator
standees, map tiles, and all tokens to their respective
supply or pool.
• Shuffle the encounters, headlines, allies, items, and
spells into their respective decks.
• Sort the archive, special, starting, condition, and
monster cards into their respective decks.
• Separate the anomaly and event decks for use as
instructed in each scenario. Do not mix the event
cards into the encounter decks.

Expansion Icon
Cards and sheets in this expansion are
marked with the Secrets of the Order
expansion icon to distinguish them from
material from other Arkham Horror
products.
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Components

1 Mystery Tile

2 Neighborhood
Map Tiles

1 Anomaly Token
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“Any one you walk away from, right?”

Starting Space

Focus Limit: 3
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2 Threshold Tiles
1 Hidden Path and
1 Derelict Portal/Bridge Street

Serve

The Story So Far...
A plague of unquiet spirits washes over
Arkham, creating a psychic disturbance
that cannot be ignored. Sealed by an
ancient pact, these lost souls must be
freed from the ancient evil that binds
them.

Just That Good—Once per round, when
you would fail a test, you may spend one
focus to roll one additional die. If you fail
that test, choose a skill that you do not
have focused; focus that skill twice.

The Witch House
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Reckoning

Lore
Influence

For each spirit monster, place one
doom in its space. If there are no
spirit monsters on the board,
spawn one spirit monster.

Observation
Strength
Will

4 Investigator Sheets
With 4 matching tokens and plastic stands

3 Scenario Sheets

121 Nightmare Plague
Rumors trickle in of strange sightings and
supernatural occurrences all across town.
The long departed appear once more, twisted
caricatures of their former selves, enthralled to
a dark power. Nightmarish apparitions and
inexplicable chaos surge through the streets.
You must find the cause of this disturbance and
let these poor souls find rest once more.
When an investigator would gain a clue,
instead place that clue on this card and
place one random set-aside Lodge monster
on the bottom of the monster deck. Then
if there are two clues on this card, discard
those clues and flip this card.

When there is three or more doom on the
scenario sheet, add card 124 to the codex.
(Do not remove this card from the codex.)
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20 Monster Cards

45 Archive Cards

12 Anomaly Cards

80 Event Cards
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Agatha Crane
The Parapsychologist



6 Condition Cards

2 Marker Tokens

7 Asset Cards

12 Starting Cards

18 Special Cards

20 Focus Tokens
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Expansion Rules
Map Tiles

Treat threshold spaces as street spaces for all effects, with
the exception of encounters.

Threshold Encounters

Secrets of the Order introduces two types of threshold tiles,
two hexagonal neighborhood tiles, and one mystery tile.

Threshold Tiles
Thresholds represent portals between our world and other
places beyond our ken. They feature hazardous borders, as
described later on this page. When one or more threshold
tiles enters play, either during game setup or as a result of
a codex effect, shuffle the threshold encounter deck and
put it into play near the other encounter decks. When a
threshold tile is added to the map, orient the hazardous
borders randomly.

 Hidden Paths
Hidden paths are unpredictable and
capricious routes between worlds. The
hidden path tile is a corner tile that
connects to the corners of the hexagonal
neighborhood tiles. The borders on the tile indicate that the
hidden path space is adjacent to the locations it abuts, and
investigators and monsters may move across that border.

Thresholds

Thresholds have their own encounter
deck. During the encounter phase, if an
investigator is in a threshold space and
they are not engaged with a monster, they
draw a card from the threshold encounter
deck and resolve the effect that matches
the type of threshold space they are in, as
indicated by the icon in that space.

Other Worlds
The Underworld is an other world tile, and features
the other world nameplate, to allow it to be easily
distinguished from other types of neighborhood tiles.

Hazardous Borders
Other worlds are dangerous, nightmarish places, and
traveling through them is no simple task. Moving from
one space to another in other worlds or thresholds can
carry an additional cost, indicated by icons on the border
lines that separate some spaces. These special borders are
called hazardous borders, and after an investigator moves
across one such border, they must immediately stop
moving unless they pay an additional cost, as indicated by
that border’s icon.
Damage: After you cross a damage border, you
must stop moving unless you suffer one damage.

Example: Agatha Crane is on a hidden path and wishes
to move one space. She can move to the Train Station, the
Police Station, or the City of the Gugs. The street space does
not share a border with the hidden path, so she cannot
move there directly from the hidden path.

 Derelict Portals
Derelict portals are mystical doorways to
distant realms, tucked away in the dark
corners of our world, where they remain
unseen by ordinary folk. Like streets,
derelict portals connect two hexagonal map tiles.

 Wild Gateways
Wild gateways are dangerous and unstable tears in reality.
Although this encounter type appears on the threshold
encounter cards in Secrets of the Order, wild gateway map
tiles appear only in other expansions.
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Horror: After you cross a horror border, you
must stop moving unless you suffer one horror.
Focus: After you cross a focus border, you must
stop moving unless you discard one focus token.
Monsters ignore the additional costs for crossing
hazardous borders, and instead move as normal.
Example: As his move action,
Preston Fairmont moves from
a derelict portal to the Vale of
Pnath and crosses a damage
border (1). He wishes to
continue his movement, so he
suffers one damage. Then he
moves to the Vaults of Zin,
crossing a focus border (2).
Because Preston is not moving
any further, he need not
discard a focus token.

2
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Mystery Tiles

Gate Bursts

Mysteries are places of power and madness that offer
encounters that are more rewarding, yet more dangerous,
than those found in other locations. There are two
mysteries included in Secrets of the Order: the Witch
House and the Unnamable. These single-space endcap
tiles are added to the game board as indicated by some
scenario setup maps.

When you resolve a gate burst in an expanded
neighborhood, including when the gate burst resolves in
the mystery space itself, place one doom in each of three
different spaces in that neighborhood, instead of one
doom in each space in that neighborhood.

A mystery is adjacent to any other space with which it
shares a border. Investigators and monsters can move into
mystery spaces as they would any other space.

Because mystery locations have their own encounter decks,
when a clue spawns at a mystery, place that clue in the
mystery space and shuffle the event card into the top two
cards of the mystery encounter deck. Clues at a mystery
location can be gained via an encounter in that space,
not via encounters in other spaces in that neighborhood.
When you are at a mystery location, if an effect indicates
that you would gain a clue from your neighborhood, gain
that clue from the mystery space you occupy instead.

Each mystery has a corresponding encounter deck.
During the encounter phase, if an investigator is in a
mystery space and they are not engaged with a monster,
they draw and resolve an encounter card from that
mystery’s deck.

Expanded Neighborhood
A mystery tile is part of the neighborhood to which it is
connected. If an effect places doom in a mystery space,
that doom is counted with the rest of the connected
neighborhood for the purpose of resolving any effects
that count the total number of doom tokens in that
neighborhood, such as anomalies. Similarly, if an
effect references clues, monsters, investigators, or other
components in a neighborhood with a mystery, that effect
references components at that mystery as well (with the
exception of gate bursts, as described in the next column).

Example: The Unnamable mystery is connected to the
Merchant District neighborhood, and archive card 2 is in
the codex, adding the anomaly rules to the game. There
is two doom each at the Unnamable and the Unvisited
Isle, when an effect places another doom at the River
Docks. Because the Unnamable is part of the Merchant
District neighborhood, there is now a total of five doom
in that neighborhood, causing an anomaly to open in the
Merchant District.

Clues on Mysteries

Complex Encounters
Unlike other location and street encounters, mystery
encounters provide divergent paths that depend on the
choices that the investigator resolving that encounter
makes. Each mystery encounter card contains three
sections of effect text for the same location.
To resolve a mystery encounter, first resolve the top effect,
which offers a choice regarding how to proceed; each
option is presented in bold type. Then, refer to the other
two effects and resolve the effect under the header that
matches that choice. Do not read the secondary effects
before the investigator encountering the mystery makes
their choice.

Example: During an encounter at the Witch House, Mark
Harrigan finds an unusual journal, and the first effect
ends, “You may read the first entry or the last entry in
the journal.” He chooses the latter option, and resolves the
bottom effect, with the header, “Last Entry.”
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Monsters
Secrets of the Order introduces the following keywords and
abilities that present new ways for monsters to behave.

Monster Movement
Monsters ignore the additional cost to cross hazardous
borders, and instead move as normal. (See page 4.)

Attack Modifiers
Some new monsters display skills other than  as part
of their attack modifier. When an investigator performs
an attack action against a monster, they test the skill
indicated by the attack modifier. Items and other effects
that provide bonuses to  do not provide that bonus
if the investigator is attacking with a different skill.
However, assets and abilities that grant a bonus to 
may have other effects as well, which can be used as
normal while performing an attack action against a
monster with an alternate attack modifier.
Example: Jenny Barnes attacks
a Lodge Seer, who has an attack
modifier of –0. Jenny’s lore is
one, and her weapon, Jenny’s Twin
.45s, grants her a bonus when
she attacks using . That bonus
doesn’t apply, so she rolls only one
die while performing an attack
action to attack the Lodge Seer.
She can still use the weapon’s other
effect to add one to the result of a
single die.

Shrouded
When a monster with the “shrouded”
keyword is ready, it cannot be exhausted and
investigators cannot look at the engaged/
exhausted side of that monster card. In
addition to the keyword, shrouded monsters
feature the shrouded icon on their ready side.

Shrouded Icon

While a shrouded monster is ready, it does not have
any of the attributes that appear only on the engaged/
exhausted side of the monster card, including health;
attack and evade modifiers; damage, horror; or any ability
text, trait, or keyword that does not also appear on the
card’s ready side.
A shrouded monster can be dealt damage while ready, but
as it does not have a health value, it cannot be defeated
by that damage until it is engaged or exhausted. A ready
shrouded monster can be defeated or discarded normally
by effects that do so without dealing damage.
When a shrouded monster engages an investigator, it is
immediately defeated if it has already suffered damage
equal to or exceeding its health. While engaged or
exhausted, a shrouded monster can be defeated by damage
as normal.
When a shrouded monster would be discarded, shuffle it
into the monster deck instead.
When a shrouded monster is placed during setup, randomly
choose one monster with the indicated name on the ready
side and place it on the board without looking at the
engaged side.

Monster Keywords
New keywords appear on some monsters in Secrets of the
Order. The rules for each keyword are detailed below.
Reminder text is often printed where these keywords
appear to assist players with a summary of these rules.

Retaliate
After you perform an attack action while engaged with a
monster that has the “retaliate” keyword, if you dealt no
damage to that monster as part of that action, it attacks
you. This occurs even if you successfully dealt damage to a
different monster as part of that action.
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Engage

Discard

2

3

Example: Agatha Crane uses the Shriveling spell to deal
two damage to a Raging Poltergeist monster in an adjacent
space (1). Because it has the shrouded keyword, the
monster has no health attribute while it is ready and so it
cannot be defeated by this damage.
During the monster phase, the Raging Poltergeist moves
into Agatha’s space and engages her (2). The monster card
flips to the engaged side and becomes a Confounding
Specter, revealing that its health is two. Because the
monster has suffered damage equal to its health score, it is
immediately defeated, and does not attack Agatha (3).

Adding and Removing Dice
Some effects require investigators to change the number
of dice in a test’s dice pool after that pool has been rolled.
To add one or more dice to a test, roll the appropriate
number of dice and add them to the pool, determining
successes as normal. To remove one or more dice from a
test, select the specified number of dice from the pool and
set them aside. Those dice no longer part of the test; they
cannot be rerolled, and are not included in the test result.

Archive Cards
Effects in some scenarios place archive cards into an
investigator’s play area instead of adding them to the
codex. Archive cards in an investigator’s play area affect
only that investigator.
After an effect discards an archive card from an encounter
deck without returning it to the archive, place that
card on top of that encounter deck from which it was
discarded. If an effect discards multiple cards from an
encounter deck, resolve the entire effect before placing the
archive card on top of the deck.

Double-Sided Cards
Some double-sided cards become a different card type
when an effect causes them to flip. Such cards indicate the
original card type in parentheses on the reverse side.
When such a card enters play, it enters play as the card
type that matches the deck it came from, with the
appropriate side up, and changes type when an effect
causes the card to flip. When such cards are discarded,
they are returned to the appropriate deck for the original
card type.

Adding a Tile to the Map
During a scenario, effects in the codex may instruct the
investigators to add tiles to the map. Archive cards with
such effects include a map that shows which tiles to add
to the board, and where to place monsters, doom, or
other components.
When the investigators are instructed to add a tile to the
map, shuffle the encounter deck for that neighborhood
and prepare it as described during setup (described in the
Rules Reference, entry 102.4).

New Conditions
The new driven and fatigued conditions are printed
on opposite sides of the same card. Because these two
conditions have different names, investigators may have
both conditions at the same time. Investigators are free to
look at both sides of these condition cards at any time.

Modifying the Mythos Cup
When the investigators are instructed to remove a mythos
token from the game, select a token of the appropriate
type from those still in the cup, if able. Otherwise, select
a token of the appropriate type from those that have been
drawn from the cup, but not yet returned to it.
When instructed to add a token to the mythos cup, add
that token directly to the mythos cup.

Event Deck
If an effect would cause an investigator to take or discard
a card from the event deck when there are no cards in the
deck, cancel that entire effect and place one doom on the
scenario sheet instead. Then shuffle the event discard to
create a new event deck.
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Quick Reference
Hazardous Borders
Threshold Encounters
Damage: After you cross a damage border, you
must stop moving unless you suffer one damage.

Hidden Path
Derelict Portal

Horror: After you cross a horror border, you
must stop moving unless you suffer one horror.

Wild Gateway

Focus: After you cross a focus border, you must
stop moving unless you discard one focus token.

Shrouded Monsters

Monsters ignore the additional costs for crossing
hazardous borders, and instead move as normal.
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